Get the best light underwater
With a high color rendering index and color temperature optimized LED for underwater
illumination, these lighting systems bring underwater colors to life, achieving color reproduction
close to natural light. Light distribution is smooth and flat, ensuring that there are no bright
spots, no areas of uneven color, and no multiple shadows.
A flicker-free function is provided that completely eliminates any LED flickering, while constant
current driver circuits keep the light intensity stable at all times.

▶ Combining a powerful suite of reliability-oriented functions with stylish, ergonomic designs,

Functionality and Design

these lighting systems are optimized to handle the risks associated with diving and underwater shooting.
▶ An original bayonet mechanism is provided so there is no need to worry about
twisting an O-ring when two modules are connected.
▶ A reliable recovery mechanism protects the light from water penetration and leaks.
▶ A backup lighting mechanism prevents the light from going out if the battery runs out.

▶ Various accessories are available to let you obtain maximum results with a minimum system.
▶ Lenses, Snoot, and Blade to control the irradiation angle and distribution.

System Expandability

▶ Optical Filters to adjust colors and amounts of light.

▶ A variety of connection arms/adapters enable the system to be mounted on a shooting kit.

Optical spectrum
SYSTEM 01 Version 2

Upgraded standard model now
offers even better performance
Winner of the 2013 Good Design Award, SYSTEM 01 has
been upgraded to deliver even better performance than
the original. Version 2 boasts a 20% increase in the
lighting duration and a 10% increase in the light intensity.

Conventional underwater light

SYSTEM 01-2

Color temperature: 5000K
Color rendering index: Ra80
Continuous lighting period: 600lm/310min. to 2000lm/60min.
Total flux: 2500lm
2015-05

SYSTEM 02

The longest lighting duration
in its class
Having the same capabilities as the SYSTEM 01 and now
the representative model among the RGBlue lineup, the
SYSTEM 02 features a 2-hour continuous lighting period
with high light intensity, which is the longest of its class.

Conventional underwater light

SYSTEM 02

Color temperature: 5000 K
Color rendering index: Ra80
Continuous lighting period: 600lm/1000min. to 2000lm/120min.
Total flux: 2500lm

SYSTEM 02 Premium Color
AOI Japan Co., Ltd.
1-47-6 Higashi-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 170-0013, Japan
Phone: +81-3-3984-2993
http://www.rgblue.jp/en/

High coloration performance using
spectral tuning
In addition to a color rendering index of Ra95, which is the
highest of any underwater lighting system, this model
offers high coloration performance by tuning the spectra of
the wavelength range absorbed by water. Equipped with
the same large-capacity battery as the SYSTEM 02.
Color temperature: 4200K
Color rendering index: Ra95
Continuous lighting period: 500lm/1000min. to 1800lm/120min.
Total flux: 2200lm

Conventional underwater light
SYSTEM 02 PREMIUM COLOR

Snoot Kit

Light Blade

This adapter is used for pinpoint illumination
of the subject while keeping the background
dark. Three types of spotlights can be
irradiated by combining the set
components.This adapter is
designed for combined use with
the condenser lens provided as
standard with the light system.

By cutting out part of the
distributed light, the light blade
reduces floating reflections for
clearer illumination of the
subject. Full 360° rotation
capability allows the blade to
facilitate more precise control of
underwater light distribution.

Specifications may be subject to change without notice.

Common Accessories

YS Adapter Set

Condenser Lens

Adapter for mounting the light source
on an arm. Can be attached to the
accessory mounting plate.*
* With an Allen wrench

This lens condenses the emission
angle from 100° to 60° to increase
the luminance. The double structure
of the optical lens and diffusion layer
ensures flat light distribution without
color irregularities. Combination with
a filter is possible but that with
another lens is not.

Light blade mounting example

ø8mm+ø16mm

ø8mm

ø16mm

Product Specifications

SYSTEM01 Version2
〈Provided accessories〉
YS Adapter Set, Hand Grip 02,
Condenser Lens, AC Adapter Charging
Set, Maintenance Kit, Exclusive Case L

Red Filter
This optical filter is designed to illuminate
living bodies that react to light. The filter can
be used in combination with the condenser
lens or another filter.

Before light blade adjustment

After light blade adjustment

Light Module LM5K2500V

ND Filter (1/2)

Double Mount Base

When the underwater light is too bright even
at the minimum light intensity, this filter can
be used to halve the intensity. Combined use
with the condenser lens or another filter is
possible.

Emission angle

100° (60° with the condenser lens)

Colortemperature/
Color rendering index

5000K/Ra80

Total luminous flux

LED: 2700lm

LED indication

Remaining battery: Blue (50% or more)→Purple→Yellow→Red (5% or less)
Error: Red flashing

Power supply

Rechargeable lithium-ion battery, 3350mA/7.2V (24Wh)

Depth rating

100m, IPX8 (JIS Protection Class 8)

Dimensions

Max. ø64.2 mm x 123.5 mm (without projections)

Weight

420g on land, 170g underwater

Materials & treatment

Anticorrosive aluminum alloy/hard alumite, PC, optical glass/chemically
strengthened glass
4-step brightness control
continuous lighting period OFF

Battery Module BM3400B

Two underwater lights can be
mounted on this base. The INON
S2000 strobe can also be
mounted. This product is designed for
combined use with the YS adapter or
ball adapter.

Continuous lighting period

AC Adapter Charging Set

Product output: 400 to 2500lm

600lm
1000lm 1500lm 2000lm
▶310min.▶160min.▶95min. ▶ 60min.

Non-step brightness control 400lm
continuous lighting period 550min.

2500lm
45min.

YS Adapter Set
mounting example

Includes an AC adapter and
dedicated charging plug for
recharging the Battery Module.
The input is compatible with 100
to 240V AC. Three kinds of power
plugs -types A, C, and BF- are
available for international use.

Hand Grip 02
Gun-grip type hand grip equipped
with a clip mechanism for direct
mounting on a BC.

・The lighting periods are standard values when the fully charged BM3400B is used.
・When the LED indicator turns red (5% remaining power), output is automatically
fixed at 400lm and light continues to be provided for about 1hour.

Maintenance Kit
Dedicated O-ring spare, O-ring
remover, special silicone
grease, and lintless cotton
swab are included.

Color Temperature Conversion Filter
(6000K)
This filter converts the color temperature of
the light source from 5000K to 6000K when
you want to enhance the whitish color tone in
your photography. Combined use with the
condenser lens or another filter is possible.

Exclusive Case L

Enhancer Filter (Red)
Hand Grip 02
mounting example

You can enhance just the red without
changing the overall color tone. Can be
used in combination with a condenser lens
or another filter.

SYSTEM01 x 2
mounting example

Case designed to accommodate
the main modules, YS Adapter
Set, Hand Grip 02, Condenser
Lens, Maintenance Kit, and one
optional filter.

SYSTEM01 + strobe
mounting example

SYSTEM02

Searchlight Adapter

〈Provided accessories〉
YS Adapter Set, Hand Grip 02,
Condenser Lens, AC Adapter Charging
Set, Maintenance Kit, Exclusive Case L

This adapter converges the emission
angle from 100° to 30° using an
exclusive optical lens. This allows the
underwater light to be used as a
searchlight capable of illuminating at a
far distance. The adapter is made of
silicon rubber for easy underwater
mounting/dismounting and provided
with a loss-prevention screw.
Combined use with a filter or another
lens is not possible.

Light Module LM5K2500M

Product Specifications
Emission angle

100° (60° with the condenser lens)

Colortemperature/
Color rendering index

5000K/Ra80

Total luminous flux

LED: 2700lm

LED indication

Remaining battery: Blue (50% or more)→Purple→Yellow→Red (5% or less)
Error: Red flashing

Power supply

Rechargeable lithium-ion battery, 6200mA/7.4V (46Wh)

Depth rating

100m, IPX8 (JIS Protection Class 8)

Dimensions

Max. ø68mm x 135mm (without projections)

Weight

565g on land, 205g underwater

Materials & treatment

Anticorrosive aluminum alloy/hard alumite, PC, optical glass/chemically
strengthened glass

Product output: 400 to 2500lm

4-step brightness control
continuous lighting period OFF

Battery Module BM6200G
Continuous lighting period

600lm
1000lm 1500lm 2000lm
▶600min.▶240min.▶180min.▶ 120min.

Non-step brightness control 400lm
continuous lighting period 1000min.

2500lm
90min.

・The lighting periods are standard values when the fully charged BM6200G is used.
・When the LED indicator turns red (5% remaining power), output is automatically
fixed at 400lm and light continues to be provided for about 1hour.

GoPro ® mounting example

GoPro® Adapter
Searchlight Adapter
mounting example

Maintenance Mat

This adapter allows the GoPro ® to be
mounted directly on the underwater
light. A compact photography kit can
be formed in combination with the
Hand Grip 01.

Measuring 40 x 50 cm and made of
neoprene, this mat provides an
excellent base for setting up your
photographic equipment and can also
be used to protect your equipment
when secured with the provided
Velcro tape.

Hand Grip 01
Car Charger Cable
This cable can be used to recharge
the Battery Module from the cigar
lighter socket(12V) of a vehicle.
Connect the dedicated charging plug
provided with the underwater light
when
using this cable.

Memory Card Case
SD & CF
This weather-proof
memory card case can
hold up to 6 microSD, 6
SD, and 3 CF cards.

When combined with the YS adapter
provided as standard, this grip makes
it possible to change the angle of the
product as desired. It is particularly
useful when combined with the
GoPro ® adapter.

Product Specifications

SYSTEM02 PREMIUM COLOR
〈Provided accessories〉
YS Adapter Set, Hand Grip 02,
Condenser Lens, AC Adapter Charging
Set, Maintenance Kit, Exclusive Case L

・GoPro ® is a registered trademark of
Woodman Labs, Inc. in the United
States and other countries.

Light Module LM4.2K2200G
Neoprene Jacket 01* Protective Cover for SYSTEM01
* Scheduled for release in the summer of 2015

Neoprene Jacket 02* Protective Cover for SYSTEM02
* Scheduled for release in the summer of 2015

Emission angle

100° (60° with the condenser lens)

Colortemperature/
Color rendering index

4200K/Ra95

Total luminous flux

LED: 2400lm

LED indication

Remaining battery: Blue (50% or more)→Purple→Yellow→Red (5% or less)
Error: Red flashing

Power supply

Rechargeable lithium-ion battery, 6200mA/7.4V (46Wh)

Depth rating

100m, IPX8 (JIS Protection Class 8)

Dimensions

Max. ø68mm x 135mm (without projections)

Weight

565g on land, 205g underwater

Materials & treatment

Anticorrosive aluminum alloy/hard alumite, PC, optical glass/chemically
strengthened glass

Continuous lighting period

Optical Connection Remote Controller

This adapter is used to clamp the underwater
light on the shoe base of a camera housing.
It can rotate a full 360°.

Controls up to two SYSTEM01/02 units through
commercially available optical fiber cables
(compliant to the SEA&SEA or OLYMPUS
standard). Provided with an arm connection
stay/screws and the brightness control, two-light
switching and low battery alarm functions,
and powered by a single “AA”-size battery.

Product output: 300 to 2200lm

4-step brightness control
continuous lighting period OFF

Battery Module BM6200G

Rotary Shoe Adapter

Ball Adapter

500lm
900lm
1300lm 1800lm
▶600min.▶240min.▶180min.▶ 120min.

Non-step brightness control 300lm
continuous lighting period 1000min.

2200lm
90min.

・The lighting periods are standard values when the fully charged BM6200G is used.
・When the LED indicator turns red (5% remaining power), output is automatically
fixed at 300lm and light continues to be provided for about 1hour.

This adapter is used to connect the product
to a commercially available arm clamp.
When the provided
stay is mounted
Note: Optical fiber
cables are not included.

